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*The essential data and information for modern radio engineering at your fingertips
*Based on the practical knowhow of practicing engineers
*Ideal for reference and revision

This handy volume contains a mass of essential information and data needed every day by a wide range of radio engineers, RF circuit designers, telecommunications engineers, radio hobbyists, radio / TV technicians and students. 

Newnes Radio and RF Engineering Pocket Book covers all aspects of radio and communications engineering from very low frequencies to microwaves, with particular emphasis on mobile communications. Wave principles and the decibel scale, instrumentation and power supplies, equipment types and encryption methods, connectors and interfaces, are all included in this book.

New material in the third edition includes mobile base station antennas, operation of cellular networks, SAW filters and ceramic resonators, modulation for stereo FM broadcasts, ADPCM, and vocoders.    

       About the Author
   
Steve Winder specializes in designing circuits for telecommunications applications, but has experience in a number of fields.  As the current European Applications Engineer for Supertex Inc. Steve works alongside design engineers throughout Europe to design circuits using components made by Supertex, a U.S. based manufacturer of high voltage MOSFETs, CMOS integrated circuits and ASICs.  Prior to joining Supertex, Steve was for many years a team leader for a group of analogue and digital design engineers at British Telecom's research and development laboratories, now known as Adastral Park, based near Ipswich, UK.  Here, Steve applied his analytical skills to many technical areas but specialized in wideband analogue and digital transmission systems using copper pairs and optical fibre.  In this role, Steve's strength was in radio frequency design, low-power design, low-noise design and systems engineering.
Joe Carr devoted his life to furthering a wider understanding of electronics and spreading his passion for radio, becoming one of the USA's best known technical authors with over 25 books and hundreds of magazine articles to his name. Newnes is proud to have published a number of his recent titles, including his last book, RF Components and Circuits.
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Privacy Means Profit: Prevent Identity Theft and Secure You and Your Bottom LineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Bulletproof your organization against data breach, identity theft, and corporate espionage


	In this updated and revised edition of Privacy Means Profit, John Sileo demonstrates how to keep data theft from destroying your bottom line, both personally and professionally. In addition to sharing his gripping tale of losing...
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Big Data and Analytics: Strategic and Organizational ImpactsSpringer, 2015

	This book presents and discusses the main strategic and organizational challenges posed by Big Data and analytics in a manner relevant to both practitioners and scholars. The first part of the book analyzes strategic issues relating to the growing relevance of Big Data and analytics for competitive advantage, which is also attributable to...
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Obesity and Diabetes (Contemporary Diabetes)Humana Press, 2006

	International experts from world-renowned medical schools comprehensively review for practicing clinicians and scientists alike the latest understanding of the epidemiology, causation, and consequences of diabetes and obesity. The authors discuss in detail their diagnosis, clinical manifestations, complications, and best practices for...
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Handbook of Electric MotorsCRC Press, 2004
Details the various types of motors and their characteristics, as well as motor selection. Discusses induction-, synchronous-, and direct-current motor analysis and design; testing for performance; and motor insulation, control, and protection.

We recognize the monumental and successful work of Professors Richard H.Englemann and William...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2000: A Guide to Enhancements and New FeaturesPearson Education, 2002
This book is written for SQL Server developers, DBAs, database  managers, systems engineers, and business analysts. It does briefly cover the  basics of SQL Server in Part IV, where SQL Server 2000 is  compared with Oracle 9i, but throughout the book it is assumed that...
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iExec Enterprise Essentials Companion GuideCisco Press, 2008
iExec Enterprise Essentials Companion Guide is the official print companion  to the Cisco® Entrepreneur Institute’s  new iExec Enterprise Essentials curriculum—innovative IT-related business education designed to help you transform organizations through the strategic use of IT and Internet applications. Working...
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